
Interrogations #3, Sociology 929, Week 4, February 13, 2018 

Unconditional Basic Income 
 

 
1. Wendy 
 
 Does basic income undermine access to necessary public goods? Based on the state of public 
services in the United States, combined with political dynamics on the local, state, and federal levels, I 
worry that if UBI is implemented in the United States, the program will take on a much more libertarian 
character. This problem is addressed in OCAP’s paper, “Basic Income: Progressive Dreams Meet 
Neoliberal Realities,” as well as Barbara Bergmann’s chapter in Redesigning Distribution, “A Swedish-
Style Welfare State or Basic Income: Which should have priority?” 
 
 UBI has already been discussed as a policy to advance the libertarian objective of abolishing 
most public services like education, healthcare, housing, and transportation (see a series of essays from 
the Cato Institute: https://www.cato-unbound.org/2014/08/04/matt-zwolinski/pragmatic-libertarian-
case-basic-income-guarantee). As it stands in the United States, many public institutions are already 
weak, underfunded, and inefficient. Without a concerted effort to improve these institutions, the 
provision of a UBI could possibly allow many individuals to turn to private services- whether it is 
enrolling in a private school instead of a public school, finding a private healthcare service instead of 
going to the VA, or taking Ubers instead of buses and subways. Rather than moving towards socialism, 
the UBI could instead fuel the encroachment of capitalism on the goods we consider to be basic and 
necessary to everyday survival.  
 

Furthermore, I believe the tradeoff Bergmann sets up, between funding public services and 
funding the UBI will play a large role in some localities. The political reality is that a tax increase may be 
highly unpopular and unattractive for politicians to pursue. In the process of negotiation and 
compromise, it’s likely that politicians may fund the UBI by redirecting resources away from some public 
services. This would only intensify the dynamics I outline in the previous paragraph. 

 
I agree with Bergmann that the public provision of merit goods is necessary for a just and equal 

society. Any UBI program will have to be carefully implemented so as to not further erode this vital role 
of the state.  Without strong public institutions, the UBI may do more harm than good.    
 
EOW comment. This a really pressing issue to think through – the relationship between the neoliberal 
version of UBI and a left-emancipatory version. I think we need to separate two questions: (1) is it 
possible in principle to have both good public services and a UBI? and (2) in the specific political 
conditions of the USA is such an outcome achievable? I think you are certainly correct that in the US 
today a libertarian UBI is a threat to public services, but I am not so sure this is intrinsic to UBI. 
 

 
2. Youbin Kang 

I want to delve more deeply into how a basic income might be affected by sociological understandings 

of solidarity and class.  Pateman in her essay, along with others argues that a basic income enhances 

individual autonomy to safeguard and enjoy their freedom and democracy. While citizenship (in the 

suffrage and TH Marshall sense) accords everyone equality under the law, and thus an equality in the 

https://www.cato-unbound.org/2014/08/04/matt-zwolinski/pragmatic-libertarian-case-basic-income-guarantee
https://www.cato-unbound.org/2014/08/04/matt-zwolinski/pragmatic-libertarian-case-basic-income-guarantee
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receiving end of UBI, there are many sociological theories that highlight how social structures influence 

this equal standing of citizens before the law. While Erik’s paper covers the basic principles in Marx and 

Weber’s writing, that a basic income joins the individual with the means of production, a central force in 

the alienation of the worker, the comparison to Durkheim and Bourdieu’s approach to class raises 

additional questions to the relationship between money and the citizen. 

Durkheim sees the division of labor in modern society as a transition from mechanical solidarity of 

shared beliefs that existed in the feudal era to organic solidarity based on mutual dependence in the 

capitalist era. I wonder how a universal basic income would interact with a more Durkheimian approach 

to a functionalist society. Would the availability of a UBI necessitate a return to mechanical forms of 

solidarity, or would capitalistic forces that remain (as Van Parijs and Wright point out), mean that the 

division of labor in society would remain and their ideologies too? Mechanical solidarity seems to be 

what Guy Standing seems to talk about in terms of a “co-operative individualism” while the problem of 

organic solidarity is similarly manifest in Van Parijs’ problematic of heterogeneity. This relates to both 

the functional effect of illegal immigrants as a labor force in society, as well as the freerider problem 

that often is cast towards the socially marginalized. What do these two different solidarities look like in a 

UBI society, and how might they help or hinder UBI? 

Bourdieu, on the other hand sees that class positions determined not only by their relative possession of 

economic capital, but also their possession of cultural capital. While proponents of UBI emphasize 

human capacity to further artistic pursuits and voluntary work, Bourdieu’s version of class division in 

society seems to point to a possible reality in which individuals would engage in similar types of cultural 

and economic production, each hierarchized through the very structure of hierarchies that exist before 

the introduction of a basic income. The powerful effects of structuring structures may impede the ability 

of citizens to realize their full potentiality. This is partially also parallel to the types of social change that 

fields undertake when demographical changes happen. Examples of this are in the academic field (in 

Homo Academicus) and in the artistic field (in Rules of Art), where the increased population of educated 

and trained individuals in the field, coincided with a revolution in each field that changed the rules of the 

game of each field while maintaining similar forms of social hierarchies in each field. To what extent 

would the inherent and embodied structures in society reproduce or be stifled in a UBI society? 

EOW comment. You raise some intriguing questions here about the effects of UBI on the broader 

cultural context in which it would be introduced: (1) what would be the likely effect of UBI on forms 

solidarity in the society?  And (2) what would be the effect of a UBI on existing “rules of the game” in 

cultural fields in which there exists a highly hierarchical structure of distribution of cultural capital 

(Bourdieu). One could also ask the reverse question: what is the likely effect on the way people use 

their UBI given the character of existing solidarities and the hierarchical structures of cultural fields in 

which they live. One possible way of thinking about this is that these effects themselves will depend 

on things like social movements, other forms of state policy, etc. This is basically an interaction model 

in which the effects of Policy X on outcome Y depend upon the presence of various other processes Z.  
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3. Siying Fu 
 
Questions: Should the amount of the UBI be set at a level that ensures a decent standard of living? 

Would the amount be adjusted according to current economic condition? Is there a need for some 

inflation-prevention mechanism? 

 I believe in the potential of unconditional basic income (UBI) to challenge the rule of the 

capitalist game, but not as the original design by Van Parijs. Out of all the chapters from the book, I echo 

the most with ideas and critiques presented by Pateman in Chapter 5. Especially, reading her point 

about how in studying democratization, we often overlook individual autonomy and only focus on 

collective self-government, I realized that this is exactly what I have been doing when thinking and 

learning about democracy. The individual autonomy that she stresses seems to me resonant with the 

idea of human emancipation that Marx describes in “On the Jewish Question,” and therefore I believe it 

is very important for realizing the emancipatory potential of most of the real utopian, socialist designs. 

As such, I do not understand why Van Parijs, according to Pateman, “explicitly rejects any necessary 

connection between individual freedom and democracy.” (p103) It seems to me that if not aimed at 

making each person autonomous from the capitalist production relation, any proposal would lose its 

emancipatory and socialist nature. 

 Therefore, I am really surprised to read in Chapter 1 that Van Parijs explicitly states “…it is not 

part of the definition of a basic income that it should be sufficient to satisfy the beneficiaries’ basic 

needs.” (p16) What is the use of a basic income that does not even guarantee basic needs? In this case, 

people still have to sell their labor power and subject themselves to the capitalist exploitative 

production relation! On this point, my stance is consistent with Pateman’s, that UBI should be set at an 

amount that can support a socially acceptable, decent standard of living. This is even higher than “basic 

needs,” but UBI is only valuable if it can at least guarantee the basic needs. Moreover, to make sure of 

this, I believe the UBI should be adjusted regularly based on economic condition at the time. Actually, I 

think this is the biggest advantage UBI has over Stakeholding grant, since the latter is a one-time 

payment that may gain or (much more likely) lose value in real term as time goes by. We all know what 

happened to the savings that we put in the bank ten years ago – they worth much less than they did 

when we put them in. As fast-developing countries like China illustrates, the higher the economic 

growth rate, the more salient the depreciation of money in real term. As such, $8,000 at the beginning 

of our adulthood may reduce to the equivalent of $2,000 or even less when we are middle-aged or 

retired and need the money more than we did when just entered adulthood. A regular payment as UBI 

can counter this apparent problem, but only if it does not stay the same from the beginning to the end. 

Since UBI, as proposed in this book, still operates in capitalist economic order, it needs to be able to 

counter fluctuations – both the more predictable ones corresponding to economic cycles and the 

unexpected ones brought about by crises. I have not seen Van Parijs mention this issue in his description 

of basic income. 

 My final question is maybe the result of my ignorance on economics, so I would love to hear 

from my classmates who have more economics background. I cannot help but think a UBI would just 

raise everything by that amount – not only people’s income, but also prices. For example, if a UBI of 

$1,000 per month was implemented, and as a result of this increase in purchasing power, businesses all 

over the country decided to raise the prices of their commodities, and the average cost of living also 

increased by $1,000. If this is the case, we end up having nothing but a man-made inflation that offsets 
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any beneficial effect of the UBI. I was expecting an institutional design to prevent this possibility from 

happening, but did not see any in the readings. 

EOW comment. The issue of the level of UBI is criticalfor its likely effectsm so this is something 
definitely worth talking about. When PvP says that a UBI need not, by definition, provide for basic 
needs, I think he is making a terminological point: a sub-basic-needs income could steill count as a 
kind of guaranteed baseline raw subsistence income. I agree that this is a bit confusing. I prefer to call 
a less-than basic needs UBI, a partial UBI. It is still a question, of course, whether a partial UBI would 
be a good or bad idea. 
 
In terms of inflation, there is no necessary reason for a UBI, even a generous one, to create long-term 
inflationary pressures. This depends entirely on what its impactis on aggregate demand, productivity, 
and shifts in production. Remember: UBI is redistributive – it is paid for by taxes, not by printing 
money, so it will reduce some people’s spending. 
 

 

4. Annaliese Grant  

 Though I buy Basic Income as a theoretical step in the right direction, I am also 

thoroughly convinced by the pamphlet by “The Ontario Coalition Against Poverty” that the UBI 

as it is proposed to be implemented in Ontario is not the solution. The agreements about the 

program across corporate and political spheres alone, seems to signal that something isn’t right 

with the UBI as it is proposed and I agree that the inattention to detail about a UBI for those with 

disabilities and those non-citizen immigrants is important and appalling. I agree that their UBI 

seems like a neoliberal trick to make people think change is happening, while really just 

expanding inequalities. My question, however, is how we can possibly make a truly liberating 

UBI that is a real utopian step in the right direction? Is that even possible, or can we only make 

small steps in this neoliberal capitalist climate that inevitably leave people behind? A second part 

of this question is about if a UBI could ever actually be liberating. If people can work to make 

more money on top of their UBI, isn’t this just a bump in the bottom of poverty, and wouldn’t 

the level of monetary inequality stay exactly the same? I think knowing what our imagined end-

goal of income dynamics should be would also help me conceptualize what kind of step the UBI 

could pose in a larger movement toward liberation.  

EOW comment. You are raising the fundamental issue: would guaranteeing everyone a basic-needs 
level income, unconditionally, just be a small poverty-alleviation policy with no meaningful liberatory 
effects. You express your skepticism in terms of the provision which allows people to earn income 
above the basic-needs level. I’m not sure why you feel this would have the result of leaving the levels 
of inequality “exactly the same”. UBI is paid out of taxes and tax rates on higher earners would go up 
significantly, so don’t you think after-tax inequality would be reduced? 
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5. Sara Trongone 

What would the societal division of labor look like when all persons are free to engage in non-

commodified productive activity? We cannot be certain that UBI would satisfy two fundamental 

conditions: 1) removing barriers to the organic creation of a robust social economy—i.e. one in which 

high-quality merit goods are universally provided, and 2) subsidizing political engagement. A no-frills UBI 

might encourage collective action and expansive public service provision, but this assumes that these 

pursuits are relatively desirable and that lack of material security is the most substantial barrier to their 

realization. Unfortunately, I don’t believe this is the case. There are other social, cultural, and 

institutional barriers that keep people from wanting to engage in social reproductive work and politics. 

If my suspicion is correct, this presents substantive design challenges.  

If these two fundamental conditions are not met by virtue of the implementation of UBI alone, 

the program falls into two resultant traps: 1) As Bergmann suggests, if high-quality merit goods are not 

universally provided by the state or via self-organization, the bulk of a no-frills UBI might be allocated to 

paying for such goods, and families in this position would be “living at a considerably lower standard 

than other families.” 2) There is ample reason to believe that if one’s material needs are satisfied—

albeit in a limited fashion—there will be less incentive for political activity and community organizing, 

not more. UBI may act as a subsidy of sorts, but there still may be an incentive problem. If most forms of 

collective action are historically predicated on a) struggles for material welfare, and b) struggles for a 

‘politics of recognition’, the arena of political struggle might be limited to, respectively, a) increasing UBI 

payments incrementally, over time, as an adjustment to inflation or subsequent rises in the cost of living 

and basic services, and b) identity-based struggles. Neither of these are especially radical or utopian 

ways of envisaging a baseline for healthy, contentious politics.  

In summary, UBI may not satisfy the third necessary principle of socialism (enlarging the 

potential for a social economy), may not substantively increase the standard of living for low-skilled 

workers, and may hamper collective social power. This is not to imply that UBI is not a worthwhile Real 

Utopian project, but it does mean that we must think through the mechanisms that would provide 

incentives for meaningful political activity and collective production. This might include ‘coerced’ work—

mandating (volunteer or paid) labor time devoted to the production and maintenance of services and/or 

civic engagement—or positive reinforcements of various sorts (rather than punitive measures that 

would infringe upon autonomy in one’s work and creative pursuits). Personally, I am far more interested 

in trying to sketch a rough program for the latter.  

Personal notes (other points to address in class): 

*The drive for discretionary income. What if goods or public services are offered at a price that is above 

the UBI no-frills level? If too many people are musicians and don’t wish to teach public school, there 

may be ‘high status’ resources and ‘low status resources’ as a result of scarcity. The drive to attain status 

resources may act as a coercive incentive to engage in low-skilled work, assuming paid work is scarce 

and materially meaningful, beyond subsistence. I’m also not sure that UBI is an effective check on the 

profit motive. A musician who is able to live on a no-frills income may still demand a fee from a café or 

concert venue where they perform. If they are good, perhaps they will be compensated for this activity; 

not very good musicians may not be.  
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*Bergmann’s false choice? What Bermann is arguing re: generous welfare provisions as a precondition 

to UBI makes sense. But in this scheme, we lose labor market power (primarily from the option to exit) 

and do not tame capitalist class relations. It seems we are presented with a trade off or a choice: is it 

more important to provide for basic needs, to ameliorate bodily suffering? Or is it more important to 

provide freedom and autonomy of one’s productive activity, to ameliorate suffering wrought by 

alienated labor? This seems like a false choice; I’m not sure why we cannot task an emancipatory social 

science with the imperative to satisfy both.  

EOW comments.  You raise a range of interconnected issues, mostly connected to the problem of 
motivations/incentives that would operate under conditions of UBI. The two main concerns (as I read 
your comments) are:  

1) “if one’s material needs are satisfied—albeit in a limited fashion—there will be less incentive for 
political activity and community organizing, not more.” I think the connection of UBI and political 
activity is less the question of incentive, than of capacity: UBI makes it easier to make choices to be 
involved in politics because basic needs are being assured.   

2)  UBI does not address the crucial motivational barriers to the desire for emancipatory 
transformation: “There are other social, cultural, and institutional barriers that keep people from 
wanting to engage in social reproductive work and politics.”  This is absolutely the case. UBI by itself 
would not create the sufficient conditions for sustained struggle to challenge the foundations of 
capitalism and build alternatives. The issue, however, is whether it would make the task of 
overcoming these barriers harder. 

 

6. Jesse Benn 

Two questions stuck out for me doing this week’s readings – 1. What about culture? And, 2. What about 

exclusion? 

In the first instance, it felt like several authors talked around the edges of culture, but it didn’t ever 

make it front-and-center in the conversation. The logistical pros/cons and some of the various possible 

changes introducing a basic income might bring on are discussed, but it seems that there’s a necessary 

culture shift that would have to precede any widespread buy-in for a basic income program to get off 

the ground and continue to function afterwards. What are some ways we could help foster that cultural 

shift? Are there any institutions that might help in that regard? E.g. Maybe utopian alternative media 

projects have a central role to play here. Even more importantly it seems how funding the program is 

presented/accomplished matters. Van Parijs hits on this in his second example on p. 179 in his piece 

from Politics & Society. The idea of thinking of a global universal income in terms of it being funded as “a 

portion of what the size of the worker’s product owes to nature” is especially intriguing to me.  

In the second instance, if a basic income is instituted in individual countries and not globally, it seems 

like the bar for citizenship/legal resident (or whatever the requirement to share in that basic income) is 

likely to become even higher and more exclusionary. Already one of the main attacks against immigrants 

(especially undocumented immigrants) in the U.S. is the claim that they come for/overuse the welfare 

state (not true, but still a common and seemingly effective attack). It seems people would likely be even 

more prone to resentment when it’s just money being given and not education or hospital care, which 
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some people are remarkably resentful over as it is.  How do we pushback against the potential for a 

basic income to add to xenophobic trends and exclusionary notions of citizenship?  

EOW Comment: (1) It isn’t entirely obvious how pervasive a culture shift is needed before a UBI could 

be introduced. It could potentially be introduced to solve practical problems, and this could induce a 

culture shift. It could also be that a partial UBI could be introduced as a bridging program without a 

broad shift in cultural expectations. (2) the eligibility issue is important, especially on the citizenship 

issue. Of course, this is already an issue in comprehensive welfare states with strong safety nets, so it 

isn’t clear that it is all that much more of problem those programs are simplified via a UBI. Still, one 

should ask is the trade-off worth it – having a UBI with exclusions for non-legal residents vs not having 

a UBI? 

 

 
7. Maryam Ahmadi 

What I always find challenging when thinking of real utopias is how to make them real for “all”, and not 

just for the global North. Proposals that take a particular level of economic/political development for 

granted, fail to take into account the inherent “for all” part of the project right from the beginning. What 

I’m trying to get at is not a universal model accounting for all possible nuances. Rather, I am simply 

thinking about the ways in which emancipatory models could be less Western-centric.  

UBI seems to have great potentials for being universally implemented; however, I think the discussions 

that I’ve read so far mainly revolve around the axis of BI rather than UBI, and do not lay sufficient 

emphasis on the theme of universality. What if the focus changes from the global North to the South? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of introducing UBI to rentier states where the economic 

behavior of the state embodies a break in the work-reward causation? Could basic income as a “strike 

fund” help feeble civil societies in developing countries expand their territories? How could socialism be 

“an unnecessary stage between capitalism and communism” without abolishing the unjust debts owed 

by developing countries or without putting an end to structural adjustment programs across the Global 

South?  

EOW: There are two different issues in the problem of viability (not achievability, but viability) global 

universalism in UBI: 1) the extent to which a global-universal UBI entails transfers from North to 

South, and 2) the extent to which a UBI could be instituted effectively within many countries within 

the global south even without such transfers. Certainly in resource-rich countries in the Global South, 

UBI is feasible without transfers from the global north; the problem is achievability because of the 

power structure, but not the availability of the needed resources. But even in many poor countries 

without major natural resource rents, it is still materially feasible to have a meaningful basic income 

to meet subsistence needs; the problem again is the unwillingness of ruling elites to engage in the 

redistribution this would entail.  

Globally redistributive UBI would obviously face in general huge obstacles politically. But it should be 

noted that in general countries which are internally more redistributive are also more willing to 

support global redistribution. 
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8. Maryanne Schiffman 
 
One of the most intriguing aspects of Basic Income is the potential effect that breaking the link between 
income and employment, and the consequent self-reorganization of our economic activities, would have 
on our behavior, mindsets, and the way we relate to each other. In particular, what really “clicked” for 
me was the idea of “social accumulation,” --  that instead of each person killing themselves to earn 
money to satisfy individual (and family) needs, each of us would instead have the 1) financial stability 
and 2) time to self-organize as collective actors to provide public services to take care of needs we now 
must pay for privately, and how this would contribute to our becoming more autonomous actors as 
Pateman (and others) discuss. My subsequent thoughts as I read through the first several readings then, 
was, “If only somewhere outside of Scandinavia you could convince people to try this.”  
 
For this reason, I was simultaneously thrilled and horrified when I got to the Canadian (OCAP) pamphlet, 
to find that BI is in fact being implemented around the world -- but with nefarious (regressive, 
neoliberal) intentions. Worse, looking further into the footnotes, I witnessed the rhetorical techniques 
being used by the Right (such as Murray in the WSJ article they note) to hijack the very concept of 
“social accumulation,” twisting its potential for a collective provision of needs into a form of “you people 
are now on your own” that looks instead like “The Lord of the Flies.” And while Murray’s perversion of BI 
does support OCAP’s argument that progressive advocates of BI lend legitimacy to a neoliberal agenda 
that will make all of our lives worse, I do not agree with their conclusion that we should thus unify 
behind the fight to expand the welfare state instead. Rather, I would argue that this neoliberal hijacking 
of BI just as easily supports the argument that we would be foolish to continue our fight via what is 
already not working (getting neoliberals to expand the welfare state) and instead change tactics to fight 
for a progressive BI -- because neoliberals refuse to do either, so why not "go for the gold"? Withers and 
John Clarke argue (27) that if neoliberals are not interested in making changes such as “Raising social 
assistance rates and the minimum wage, building more affordable housing, ensuring that homeless 
people at least had basic shelter,...why should we believe that they want to redistribute wealth and 
alleviate poverty [by] way of a system of Basic Income[?]” 
 
But one could just as easily turn this question back on opponents of BI by asking, If neoliberals won't 
redistribute wealth and alleviate poverty by implementing a progressive, rather than a regressive, BI, 
why should we believe that they would want to redistribute wealth and alleviate poverty [by] way of 
expanding social assistance programs? 
 
Neoliberals simply do not want to redistribute wealth and alleviate poverty, no matter which proposal 
we serve up to them, so they are going to have to be dragged kicking and screaming into a more 
humane and democratic future. For this reason, I think this (and the other) progressive arguments 
against fighting for BI presented in this week’s readings do not hold water. 
 
EOW comment. I guess the issue is whether it might be easier to defend and even expand the funding 
of a broad public sector provision of services that meet needs than it is to accomplish a generous UBI 
+ defense of public sector.  The coalition that could stand behind the service provision (education and 
healthcare especially) might be more robust than around UBI. The effort to build the UBI coalition 
could then undermine the strength of the public services coalition. Bergman adds an additional claim 
about the difficulty in economic terms (because of the needed tax rates) of doing both. 
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9. Masoud Movahed 
 
Unconditional basic income program is a compelling utopian project and an important strategy to tame 
the ravages of capitalism, or even corrode the system as a whole (i.e. symbiotic transformation that Erik 
Wright Identified early in the readings this semester). As Wright suggests, by de-commodifying and 
bolstering labor power, a generous unconditional basic income program—that allows people to skip 
capitalist labor market—will also reinforce social power. And that is an effective strategy for those of us 
who think about a post-capitalist economic system. To be sure, there have been instances of programs 
akin to UBI that were experimented in Alaska and Iran. In the Alaskan case, the UBI program is financed 
by the oil revenues, where every person receives a dividend. In the Iranian case, the UBI program was 
initiated in 2011 and is financed by subsidy reforms (not oil revenues though Iran has 10 percent of 
world’s proven oil reserves). Prior to implementing the UBI program in Iran, gasoline, electricity, clean 
water, health insurance etc, for households were almost free: the state had channeled vast, vast 
amount of fiscal resources and subsidies to those sectors. But the benefits that rich and poor reaped 
from these subsidies were unevenly distributed; the program had little bearing on the standards of living 
of the rich who have high incomes. The state, therefore, raised the price of those services to what 
‘market determined’ and instead, directed the subsidies in forms of cash transfers to every Iranian 
citizen—regardless of age. 
 
The Iranian case provides an interesting experiment for examining the positive consequences of 
ameliorating poverty one the one hand, and deleterious macroeconomic challenges that the UBI 
rendered on the other. While both Alaskan and Iranian cases are below-basic income programs (that is, 
they do not allow individuals to abandon capitalist labor market), they still contribute to alleviating 
poverty for poor households and individuals. In the Iranian case, for example, every Iranian citizen 
receives a monthly stipend of $90. Consider a family of 4 individuals (i.e. parents and two children) living 
in a village in Iran, and each of them—including the children—receive a monthly stipend of $90. The 
total amount of $360 per month significantly improves their purchasing power parity given that they live 
in rural areas. But the same total cash transfer does little in improving the standards of living for low-
income households who live in major cities since the cost of living in major cities is much higher. 
Moreover, the UBI program continues to generate unbridled inflation rates (i.e. wage-led inflation), 
which makes it really difficult for the Iranian Central Bank to contain it, given that it has to inject money 
by ways of cash transfers to 80 million people. So I think the major challenge for a successful 
implementation of a generous unconditional basic income would be harnessing and containing the 
undesirable and deleterious macroeconomic consequences. How can central banks contain these 
macroeconomic consequences such wage-led inflation?   
 
The other question that I would like to raise is related to Bergman’s contribution and the comparison 
she draws between Swedish welfare state with the US. Here, I would like to draw a different 
comparison: How would one compare the following two different welfare regimes in terms of 
desirability: 1) a welfare regime that grants a generous basic income to everybody; 2) a welfare regime 
that provides quality social services such as free higher education, free and universal health care, free 
and high-quality daycare, etc? They both require high rates of taxation, but the resources that 
generated from them are applied differently. Which one would be more desirable?  
 
Two separate points I would like to highlight that were also brought up in the readings. First, a generous 
unconditional basic income program can have positive implications for gender equality and 
emancipation by raising the fiscal autonomy of women at home (especially housewives who do not have 
an independent income on their own). Second, it seems to me that a generous unconditional basic 
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income program can eliminate alienated jobs and occupations—since most alienated jobs tend to be 
low-paying. Basically, a generous UBI program will change the incentive structure in such a way that 
people would feel less compelled to resort to those alienating  employment settings to earn a living. 
Hence, wages for those alienated jobs would have to increase to incentivize people to take them—which 
again bring us back to undesirable macroeconomic consequences such ash wage-led inflation. 
 
EOW comment. (1) On the issue of inflation: I would have to know more about the Iranian model to 
know if the inflationary pressures are being generated by the partial-UBI. You also said that prices of 
gas, water, electricity, health insurance had previously been subsidized and now they were sold at 
market-determined prices. This would also be a source of inflation, especially since some of these are 
inputs into the price of other goods. The inflationary impact of a UBI also depends on how much 
actual redistribution there is – reduction in consumption by higher earners. (2) On your choice of two 
systems: If one had to choose between (a) high quality free services + no BI, and (b) expensive market-
driven services + generous BI, I would probably choose the former, since health and education for 
poor people would be much worse under (b). But I don’t think that need be the choice. 


